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GDP expanded 3.9% YoY, beating consensus, due to primary sectors. Otherwise, the non-primary sector,
which better tracks the performance of domestic demand, grew 3.3%. We expect GDP growth of around 3%
in 2H15. Colombian BanRep’s minutes were released, and the Board decided, in a split three way call, to
maintain rates on hold, revealing disagreement among the members of the committee.

Colombia - BanRep’s minutes
The Central Bank of Colombia released the minutes for July’s meeting. In July, BanRep’s Board decided in a
split decision to keep its monetary policy rate on hold. According to the minutes there were three groups with
different assessments regarding the the balance of risk trade-off. The first group displayed a relatively
neutral stance; the second group a dovish stance, highlighting that hiking the interest rate would be
inappropriate since the increase in inflation is temporary in nature; and the third group was hawkish,
mentioning that a hike in the monetary policy rate could reinforce credibility, contain depreciation and ease
the pressures on the current account. This group also mentioned that a “lower monetary stimulus of 2 bp
should not have an excessive additional impact on the slowdown of the economy and employment”.

Peru - Output growth surprised positively in June

Economic activity advanced 3.9% in June, more than expected by the market (consensus: 3.1%). Once
again the contribution of primary sectors was the highlight, mainly metal mining (14.2%) and agriculture
(8.1%) . Also, the non-primary component of the product, whose behaviour more closely reflects the
performance of domestic demand, registered growth of 3.3%, the highest rate YtD, due to better
performance of the trade sector, services and non-primary manufacturing. With the June result, activity in
the second quarter grew somewhat above 3.0% and 2.4% in the first half. We anticipate that from August
the expansion will gradually increase, and hence growth in the second half should be closer to 3.0%, half a
percentage point more than in the first half.
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Calendar indicators  

Source: Bloomberg and BBVA Research

Most recent Latam reports
Date Description
08.15.2015 Peru: GDP gorwth surprises positively
08.15.2015 Mexico: We expect the GDP to have grown 2% YoY in 2Q15
08.14.2015 Peru: CB raises concerns around inflation
08.13.2015 Chile: CB keeps MPR at 3% and expects inflation high
08.13.2015 Chile: With little room: public expenditure growth in 2016 around 4,6%
08.13.2015 Brazil Economic Outlook (Presentation) 
08.13.2015 Brazil Economic Outlook 
08.09.2015 LatAm Economic Outlook (Presentation) 
08.09.2015 LatAm Economic Outlook 
08.09.2015 Mexico: Inflation reaches historical low and Peso nears 16.1
08.06.2015 Colombia Economic Outlook (Presentation) 
08.06.2015 Chile Economic Outlook (Presentation)
08.06.2015 Chile Economic Outlook 
08.06.2015 Chile: Nominal wages increased by 0.2% MoM in June
08.06.2015 Colombia: Inflation in July surprises to the upside 
08.05.2015 Colombia Economic Outlook
08.05.2015 Peru Economic Outlook
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https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/peru-crecimiento-en-junio-sorprendio-positivamente-se-sostendra-en-adelante/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/semanal-mexico-atencion-al-dato-de-crecimiento-anual-del-pib-del-2t15-estimamos-en-2-0/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/peru-se-incrementa-la-preocupacion-del-banco-central-por-la-inflacion/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/chile-banco-central-mantiene-tpm-en-3-y-suscribe-alta-inflacion-en-proximos-meses/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/with-little-room-public-expenditure-growth-in-2016-would-be-around-46/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/brazil-economic-outlook-third-quarter-2015/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/public-compuesta/brazil-economic-outlook-third-quarter-2015/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/presentacion-situacion-latinoamerica-tercer-trimestre-de-2015/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/public-compuesta/situacion-latinoamerica-tercer-trimestre-de-2015/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/mexico-inflacion-vuelve-a-alcanzar-minimo-historico-y-el-peso-baja-y-se-acerca-a-16-1ppd/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/presentacion-situacion-colombia-tercer-trimestre-de-2015/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/presentacion-situacion-chile-tercer-trimestre-2015/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/public-compuesta/situacion-chile-tercer-trimestre-2015/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/en/publicaciones/chile-nominal-wages-increased-by-0-2-mom-in-june/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/colombia-inflacion-en-julio-crece-por-alza-en-el-precio-de-regulados/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/public-compuesta/situacion-colombia-tercer-trimestre-2015-2/
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/situacion-peru-tercer-trimestre-2015/
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This document has been prepared by BBVA Research Department, it is provided for information purposes only and expresses data,
opinions or estimations regarding the date of issue of the report, prepared by BBVA or obtained from or based on sources we consider
to be reliable, and have not been independently verified by BBVA. Therefore, BBVA offers no warranty, either express or implicit,

regarding its accuracy, integrity or correctness.
Estimations this document may contain have been undertaken according to generally accepted methodologies and should be

considered as forecasts or projections. Results obtained in the past, either positive or negative, are no guarantee of future performance.
This document and its contents are subject to changes without prior notice depending on variables such as the economic context or

market fluctuations. BBVA is not responsible for updating these contents or for giving notice of such changes.

BBVA accepts no liability for any loss, direct or indirect, that may result from the use of this document or its contents.
This document and its contents do not constitute an offer, invitation or solicitation to purchase, divest or enter into any interest in
financial assets or instruments. Neither shall this document nor its contents form the basis of any contract, commitment or decision of

any kind.
In regard to investment in financial assets related to economic variables this document may cover, readers should be aware that under
no circumstances should they base their investment decisions in the information contained in this document. Those persons or entities
offering investment products to these potential investors are legally required to provide the information needed for them to take an

appropriate investment decision.
The content of this document is protected by intellectual property laws. It is forbidden its reproduction, transformation, distribution,
public communication, making available, extraction, reuse, forwarding or use of any nature by any means or process, except in cases
where it is legally permitted or expressly authorized by BBVA.
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